
LaLasst Dt Day on May on Marsars
by Kevin Emerson
While waiting to leave Mars before it
burns up just like the Earth before it,
Liam and his friend Phoebe discover
some facts about time and space and
realize that the human race is just one of
the races trying to survive in space.

ProjeProject Alphct Alphaa
by D. J MacHale
When a global competition is organized
to find a new source of power for a
darkening Earth, four kids journey to the
far reaches of space, collecting unique
elements and facing unbelievable
dangers.

LarklLarklighightt
by Philip Reeve
After Mr. Webster's sudden appearance
at their home, Larklight, in Victorian
England, Myrtle and Mumsby find
themselves on a whirlwind adventure to
outer space where they must battle
against evil aliens in order to save the
universe from certain doom.

A Wrinkle in TA Wrinkle in Timeime
by Madeleine L'Engle
Meg Murry and her friends become
involved with unearthly strangers and a
search for Meg's father, who has
disappeared while engaged in secret
work for the government
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Out of this World Fiction

JedJedi Ai Accadeademymy
by Jeffrey Brown
When Roan's application to pilot school
is rejected, he finds he has been invited
to study under Master Yoda at the Jedi
Academy.

SSci-Fci-Fi Junior Hi Junior Highigh
by Scott Seegert
Misleading his classmates about his
genius, Sci-Fi Junior High newcomer
Kelvin Klosmo is forced to confront his
fibs when a mad scientist plots to take
over the universe.

Jupiter PJupiter Piriraates : Htes : Hunt for the Hydrunt for the Hydraa
by Jason Fry
A family of space privateers becomes
embroiled in a solar system-wide
conspiracy, all while the three siblings
compete to determine who will become
the next captain of the ship when their
mother steps down.

AAsstro-Nuttro-Nuts : The Pls : The Plant Plant Planeanett
by Jon Scieszka
AstroWolf, LaserShark, SmartHawk and

StinkBug are animals that have been
hybridized to find other planets for
humans to live on once we've ruined
Earth. So off they rocket to the Plant
Planet!

SpaSpace cce caasese
by Stuart Gibbs
While living on a moon base with fellow
lunarnauts, Dashiell Gibson investigates
the murder of one of the moon's most
prominent doctors.

Moon QuesMoon Questt
by Anson Montgomery
The reader makes choices to determine
the fate of the first colony on the moon
and the dark secrets hidden on the dark
side of the moon.
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